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To Our
Graduates:

What a year to finish school.
Way too much time in front of
a computer and away from the
people and experiences that
make school so special.

Cate Adler, Begen Avenue, is
graduating from Stanford with
a BS in Human Biology with a
concentration in Cognitive &
Behavioral Neurobiology. In July,
she'll start medical school at
University of Colorado's School
of Medicine. Pictured is Cate with
our pandemic adopted foster
dog, Bean, who was an excellent
distraction during online school
this year.

Sophie Tobin, Leona Lane
graduated from Creighton
University in Omaha, Nebraska
with a double major in Biology
and English. She will continue at
Creighton’s School of Dentistry
this August.

Mira Sears, Gretel Lane, graduated
from Saint Mary’s College of
California as a Biology major.
Post graduation plans are to look
for internships as a research lab
technician.

Micah Ralston, Gretel Lane, is
graduating from UCLA with a BS
in Physiological Sciences. She’s
planning on pursuing a PhD in
Medicine after a gap year working
as a medical research lab manager.

But you persevered. You
approached adversity with
courage, with creativity, with
optimism.
And for this we are grateful.
For you are the ones that will
lead us into a brighter future.
Thank you for all your hard
work.
Cuesta Park is incredibly proud
of each and every one of you!

Newsletter Team:

Editor - Kavita Aiyar
Design & Layout - Allison Huang
Print & Delivery - Sue Hoopes
Content: Check out the bylines!

Not pictured: Kyle Neubarth, Lola Lane, graduated from the University of Colorado.

MILESTONES

Emily Turner, Alison Avenue,
graduated from Southern Oregon
University with a major in theater
and minor in psychology.

Andy Theil, Lola Lane, graduated
from Willamette University in
Salem, Oregon with a major in
Biology.

Howland Rosales
Engagement
Christina Fong, Nilda Avenue,
graduated from Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo with a BS in Mechanical
Engineering. She will continue at
Cal Poly SLO pursuing her masters.

Renée Turner, Alison Avenue
graduated from Cal Poly Pomona
as a Theater Major.

Arthur Caltagirone, Cornelia
Court, graduated from UC Santa
Cruz, with a Philosophy BA with
honors, and a Psychology BA, with
a Minor in Education.

Peyton Millet, Lola Lane, graduated
from Wesleyan University with
high honors with a BA in Music. He
intends to pursue music composition
for the theater in New York.
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From proud mom, Jeni
Howland: I'd like to
announce the engagement
of our daughter Campbelle
Howland to Brad Rosales.
It was a family proposal in
a beautiful park, where we
surprised her and had her
walk along a line of family
members each holding a
framed photo of her dating
days with Brad. At the end
when she reached him,
his frame held the phrase
"Will you marry me?" Both
families were delighted to
be part of their proposal.
Campbelle is from Leona
Lane and a graduate of
MVHS; she now has a
career in Denver, where
they will settle.
cont. on p.4 ▶

High School Graduates

Francesca Carrubba, Nilda Avenue
will be attending University of
Wisconsin - Stevens Point in
the fall to play NCAA Division
3 women’s hockey. She plans to
Major in Psychology, with a Minor
in Neuroscience and Behavior.

Karina Lipe, Hans Avenue,
graduated from Notre Dame San
Jose High School and is headed to
Scripps College in LA - where she
will be studying a combination of
Psychology, Theatre and Writing.

Emma Tuerk, formerly Nilda
Avenue graduated from
Connections Academy of Oregon,
and is enjoying her second year as
a Barista at the famous Dutch Bros
in Beaverton.

Michael Fong, Nilda Avenue will be
attending Chapman University.

Nina Mistry Haywood, Gretel
Lane, will be attending Sac State in
the Fall, studying economic policy.

Autumn Fung, Nilda Avenue,
will be attending Northeastern
University with a dual major in
Business and Design.

Felix Teske, former CPNA resident.
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Seth Jackson, Nilda Avenue

Middle and Elementary School Graduates

Lehner 50th
Anniversary

Ajuni Chohan, Drucilla Drive

Kiran Mistry Haywood, Gretel Lane,
will be attending MVHS next year.

Allie Colman, Leona Lane ),
Ashley Dillon (Bonita Avenue), and
Hannah Grayeski, (Nilda Avenue)
graduated from Graham.

Luke Lehner, Allison Avenue,
graduated 5th Grade from Bubb.

Kids of Cuesta
“Stuff. And getting to
sleep in and hang out
with my friends all day.”
— LUKE, AGE 11
“Going on vacation!”
— JUDA, AGE 8
“Learning ballet.”
— ELISE, AGE 4

Chris and Pam will be
celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary this
year. They were married
on August 21, 1971, and
have been living in their
Begen Avenue starter
home since August 1972.
“I still can’t believe we are
at this milestone. Falling
in love at first sight with
a handsome high school
senior when you are only a
freshman definitely has its
rewards. I will be forever
grateful for this one, best,
truly-right decision of
my life, and for the most
amazing father of our
children!” said Pam.

What are you looking forward to this summer?

“Water play and
swimming.”
— ETHAN, AGE 5

“No school and vacation!”
— LUCA, AGE 10
“I’m looking forward to
my 6th birthday at the
beginning of summer!”
— EVELYN, (ALMOST)
AGE 6

“Getting out of school
and going to summer
camp with Theo.”
— LEO, AGE 8

“Play games.”
— LUCY, AGE 2

“Camping, practice
gymnastics & water
fights.”
— KATIE, AGE 9

“Basketball camp.”
— JOEY, GE 7

“Our trip to Fresno.”
— REI, AGE 5

“To go to the beach!”
— HIKARU, AGE 7
“Running through the
sprinklers.”
— SARA, AGE 4
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“I’m looking forward to
going to ballet summer
intensive in Monaco.”
— MIA, AGE 12
“Camping, playing with
family pets, going to
Cuesta Park and learning
French.”
— SOPHIE, AGE11
Kids of Cuesta is a regular
newsletter item bringing a
little bit of humor to your
day.

AROUND THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Live Music is Back...and Local!
By Boris Burtin, Harpster Avenue
The singer makes eye contact
with the pianist and launches
into the first verse. The pianist
expertly follows her phrasing,
tastefully complementing each
line on a Fender Rhodes electric
piano. The drummer plays a
fill as he and the bassist join in
for the chorus. Soon the entire
band is grooving, providing a
solid foundation for the singer
as she performs an effortless,
heart-felt rendition of one of
her original songs. An audience
of over 80 people are listening
enthusiastically, bobbing their
heads and tapping their feet.
Is this scene happening at an
established music venue in
San Francisco or Berkeley?
Surprisingly not. It's happening
right here in our neighborhood!
The musicians are playing
in a driveway on Stamm
Avenue, a cul-de-sac which
has unexpectedly become a
destination for high quality
original live music over the last
couple of months.
The idea of driveway concerts
originally came to me from a
friend's podcast called "Robin
Applewood & Friends." Robin
was interviewing Chris Hoog,
a local sax player whose gigs
dried up during the pandemic.
To keep playing music and
make ends meet, his band
began playing outdoor concerts
in public spaces such as
friends' driveways. Chris
mentioned how the experience
was a win-win for both the
band and music fans who were
starved for entertainment after
traditional live music venues
were shut down. The podcast

made me wonder if we could
put on similar concerts in our
neighborhood. I reached out
to my professional musician
friends and was thrilled
to discover that they were
interested in the opportunity.
Many of them hadn't played a
proper gig in over a year, and
eagerly welcomed the chance
to play for a live audience.
Our first show was in April
with Heather Normandale, an
East Bay folk singer/songwriter
whose songs cover topics
such as the environment and
social causes. Our second
show featured South Bay
singer/songwriter Ren Geisick,
who has roots in jazz and
country music. The third
show highlighted Levi Jack,
who brought the sounds of
acoustic guitar rock and jam
music to the neighborhood. In
July, Americano Social Club
entertained us at show #4
with sounds of European cafe
music and hot jazz. Each show
brought in an audience of over
80 enthusiastic music fans who
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actively listened to the music
and supported the musicians
with generous donations. To
maintain a safe environment,
audience members wore
masks and sat in pods, socially
distanced from other small
groups.
After four successful concerts,
I’m happy to say that we will
round out our driveway concert
series with the Afro-Cuban
sounds of Calmao, who will
be appearing on August 21st.
You can always check out our
cuestapark.info website for the
latest.
I am thrilled and honored by
the support that this music
program has received from
the Cuesta Park Neighborhood
Association and the music fans
in our neighborhood. It's a real
luxury to be able to walk down
the street and hear music of
this caliber. I look forward to
continuing the program and
seeing my neighbors at our
upcoming shows!

AROUND THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The Birds Are Back!
By Karen Keefer, Gantry Way

While taking a walk at around
7:30 pm on May 20, my husband
and I were heartened to see
some old feathered friends.
There was a great blue heron
hunting in the Cuesta Park
Annex, and a pair of red-tailed
hawks swooping around and
calling to each other near the
tall evergreens at the edge of
the Annex.
There have been great blue
herons hunting gophers in the
Annex for at least 20 years.
Usually we see just one, but
there have been a few years
when there were two (a mated
pair? males and females look
alike) and once there were three
for a few weeks (a family?). For
a while there was one bird with
a leg that didn’t bend properly
- it came back year after year,
so we were sure it was the same
one. That one appeared to have
a mate, but we haven’t seen it
for a few years. The last pair we
saw both had healthy legs and
also both had brighter, less gray,
coloring. We think the unusual
behavior of hunting gophers has
been passed on through some
sort of learning. We have been
privileged a few times to see
a heron catch a gopher - it is

quite a show. When
its patient stalking
is rewarded with a
gopher in its beak,
the heron shakes
it vigorously until
the gopher stops
moving. Then the
bird will usually put
the gopher on the
ground and stab it
a few times with its
beak. Gophers bite
and have sharp claws, so it’s
important for the bird to be sure
its prey is dead before eating
it. Then comes the swallowing;
the gopher creates a large lump
that takes several minutes to
make its way down heron’s long
neck. Finally, the bird flies off
to roost in a nearby tree as it
starts to digest its meal. When
the grass is tall or the weather is
rainy, the herons don’t come, so
we only see this at certain times
of the year.
The red-tailed hawks have also
been around for years (though
it seems to us that the herons
have been coming longer).
There is usually one in the area
year-round. In the spring it’s
usually joined by a second bird,
and in recent summers, they
were seen in the neighborhood
for a few weeks with a young
bird. We have heard that they
nest not far from Bubb School.
Other neighbors may remember
a particularly vocal young
bird two summers ago. One
one walk, we saw “Junior” on
the annex fence, calling to an
adult on the telephone wire
on the other side of Cuesta. It
was as though the young one
was asking to be fed, and the
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parent was refusing. On walks
soon after that, one or both
of us observed Junior having
some learning experiences in
the Annex: one time catching
a gopher only to drop it and
have it escape; another time
sitting on the ground eating
its prey and being chased off
by unleashed dogs, leaving its
meal behind; finally getting the
hang of catching its dinner and
immediately carrying it off to a
tree to eat there.
I am sure other neighbors will
have seen, or will be glad to
know, that these birds are back,
practicing their own versions of
gopher control in the Annex.
Keep up with events
and activities in the
neighborhood in between
newsletter issues!
Join the CPNATalk email
list by sending an email
to talk+subscribe@
cpna.groups.io. You can
subscribe to daily or weekly
posts.
Want to contribute to
the next issue of the
newsletter?
Send your ideas to
CPNAnewsletter@gmail.com
Printed copies:
If you prefer to receive
a printed copy of this
newsletter in the future,
please send an email with
your name/address to
CPNAnewsletter@gmail.
com (or ask someone to do
it on your behalf!)

AROUND THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Cuesta Park Neighborhood Association Community Emergency Response Team
(CPNA-CERT) Update
By Hugo Penafiel, Leona Lane

CPNA-CERT’s purpose is to
provide assistance to the
residents of the Cuesta Park
neighborhood during an
emergency, particularly a
major emergency when city
emergency responders may not
be readily available.
Monthly radio exercises
continue to be held on the
1st of each month at 8:00pm.
Neighbors who are curious

about what CPNA-CERT does
are welcome to stop by and
visit the command post/trailer
by the Bubb School field during
this time. Also, neighborhood
preparedness drills are
generally held twice a year to
practice participating with your
neighbors.
The City of Mountain View
has currently suspended the
free in-person CERT training

program. However, CERT
Introduction Training: IS-317
(Online) is available through
FEMA as an independent study
course in the meantime.
Contact Hugo Penafiel at
penfiel-cpnacert@yahoo.com
for more information about
CPNA-CERT.

Happy Pride Month!
To celebrate inclusiveness and pride month, neighbors
gathered for a block party and waffle fundraiser on
Nilda Ave.. Kids were served rainbow waffles with
sprinkles and adults enjoyed espresso chocolate
waffles with whipped cream. Other neighbors supplied
homemade desserts to help with the fundraising
effort.
At the end of the night $250 was raised for the Trevor
Project (thetrevorproject.org) and everyone went home
full. Special thanks to Paul Hammer for the live music.
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The Dog Days of Summer
Reminder that we have some
of the friendliest opening
hours for off-leash dogs in the
city - 6-10am and 5pm-sunset,
Monday-Sunday. Please join us at
Bubb Park for some furry fun!

CUESTA COOKS

Digital Delights

Paneer Biryani

Did you know about our Cuesta Foodies group? We are
a group of neighbors that share recipes, tips and moral
support with each other - you can join by sending an email
to foodies+subscribe@cpna.groups.io.
The Foodies group of Cuesta Park was busy cooking and
baking during the pandemic, using our kitchens (and grills)
as much as we could. The Internet proved to be a great
resource of recipes that we will continue to make as we
emerge out of this last difficult year. Here are a handful of
our best finds.

Miso-Glazed Magic
Debbie Kundrat, Nilda Avenue
We looked at many sources
for fresh produce during the
pandemic. We found a new
veggie CSA, Spade and Plow,
that delivered right here in our
neighborhood on Alison Ave.
We got Japanese Sweet Potatoes
and found this recipe.
Definitely a keeper!
I’ve also made it with
regular sweet potatoes
and yams and they
were all delicious.

Link to Recipes: https://www.
realgoodfish.com/recipe/356/
miso-marinated-salmon
https://www.thekitchn.com/
recipe-nobu-miso-marinatedblack-cod-117238

I’ve been enjoying many Indian
dishes, including this delicious
paneer biryani (rice and cheese)
that uses an Instant pot for a
fast dish my 13 year old son
requests in our weekly menu
rotation. You can get paneer at
Costco and the Madras Market
on El Camino in Sunnyvale.
If you want to try it without
investing in all the spices, let
me know and I can pre-pack
some for you to try. (Lylefan@
hotmail.com)
Link to Recipe: https://www.
cookwithmanali.com/paneerbiryani/

Celery Soup

Kavita Aiyar, Stamm Avenue
This soup is a snap to make,
and doesn’t need much
planning as it always seems like
there’s some sad celery in the
refrigerator and a loose potato
and onion that need to get used
up. I actually make it without
the dairy due to allergies, and it
works out great because I add a
bit more potato and it imparts
a lovely, thick creaminess. I’m
sure it must taste even more
divine with a spoon of cream.
All my kids’ friends enjoy
this soup (go figure!), and so
cooking it during the pandemic
reminded me of happier, more
social times. It makes me
thankful that we are starting
to get together again to break
bread and enjoy a good meal.

Link to Recipe: https://
www.afamilyfeast.
com/miso-glazedjapanese-sweetpotatoes/
And while we were on
the miso theme (the
containers from Nijiya
are large!), we made
Miso-Glazed Salmon
and Miso Marinated
Sablefish (Black Cod)
from our seafood
CSA, Real Good Fish,
with nearby delivery
across from El Camino
Hospital.

Sarah Donahue, Nilda Avenue
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Link to Recipe: https://food52.
com/recipes/26523-janegrigson-s-celery-soup

Vegan Aioli

Skillet Strawberry Pancake

Learning about the
COVID outbreaks in the
slaughterhouses made
us reconsider our meat
consumption. We are not
completely vegan, but we are
trying. One fun recipe, and a
very scientific experiment,
is vegan aioli. Next time you
open up a can of chickpeas,
save the liquid. It is called
aquafaba, or bean water,
and acts like an egg white
substitute.

This recipe is both EASY and
DELICIOUS! Since I found
this recipe at the beginning
of quarantine, I have been
making it almost every week.
You can use any kind of fruit.
So far I have tried various
combinations of berries (straw/

Silvia Eckert, Gretel Lane

Kim Merry, Begen Avenue

blue/rasp/black), mangos,
peaches, pineapple - whatever
I have on hand. It’s a winner
every single time.
Link to Recipe: https://www.
allrecipes.com/recipe/214433/
skillet-strawberry-pancake/

Link to Recipe: http://
laurencariscooks.com/bestvegan-aioli/

Downtown Restaurant Update
By guest columnist Max Hauser, Old Mountain View
After 10 years, Shalala closed
in October at the Dana/Hope
corner, citing the pandemic.
Soon after which, Afuri Ramen
+ Dumpling, a ramen chain
from Japan named for a
mountain there, opened for
takeout and delivery at 124
Castro, former site of Crawfish
Bros., Chop & Pub, and other
restaurants.
3 Kingdoms Hot Pot opened at
134 Castro (formerly Han Gen
restaurant).
Savvy Cellar, the wine bar/
dealer in the "train-station"
building (750 W. Evelyn at
Castro), reopened under new

owners, offering wines, beers,
and snack foods.
After a protracted remodeling
process, in March Ludwig's
German Table opened, 383
Castro at California, an
expansion from the popular
original in San José.

Hong Kong Bistro at 147 Castro
was reportedly scheduled to
close at the end of May, to
make way for a new tenant
while the Bistro's menu
"merged into" that of sibling
restaurant Fu Lam Mum
nearby.

Rootstock Wine Bar recently
opened at 331 Castro, formerly
Le Plonc (another pandemic
casualty).

In June at 698 W. Dana (the
space vacated by Shalala in
October), Bay Biryanis opened,
offering a range of Biryani
dishes.

Venerable Frankie, Johnnie
& Luigi Too closed May 30
after 60+ years, for a planned
metamorphosis: tinyurl.com/
FJLplans

Pending: Nick the Greek, 298
Castro (last occupied by Rocket
Fizz); Yifang Boba Shop at 143
Castro; Happy Lemon, 740 Villa
(lately Tapioca Express).
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Pets of Cuesta

By Marla Mulkey, Bonita Avenue
anticipation.
If not…race
asap into
my crate
… treat
incoming!

Name: Redwood *
Breed: “fox-red” Labrador
Retriever
Age: 3 ½ years old
Family: Mike, Marla, Marisa and
Matt Mulkey
Favorite Things: Early morning
walks with Mike; the sound of
Marisa’s voice; sitting in the
front yard observing life; hikes
in the Baylands, at Costanoa or
splashing around Fort Funston;
stealing Matt’s thick winter
socks; running like the wind
and stopping on a dime to
demystify a scent then racing
off as fast as possible to the
opposite end of the field; backrub wiggles in the grass; ear
rubs.
Special Treats: Avocados; and
my four-legged friends, too
many to name. You know who
you are! Best. Friends. Ever.
Unique Characteristic: Hearing
Marla’s electric toothbrush
each day and immediately
checking to see if the leash is
out to wait by the door in joyful

Favorite
Excursion:
Surfing with
Mike! I loved
to watch
him, which
kept my
“tail-facingforward”
on the
surfboard in
the water.
One time we
went to a Dog Surfing Contest
in Half Moon Bay. Mike was so
proud! It wasn’t well organized
and all the dogs ended up
having a couple of hours in
the water playing. There were
so many people and pets one
could barely see the sand. Best.
Day. Ever.
Little Known Fact: I snore!
Sleeping next to my mom
during her Zoom meetings,
she often has to put herself on
mute because my breathing is
way too loud!
Confusing Human Trait:
Matthew… what is meditation?
Favorite Story: While on our
many walks through the dog
park area at Bubb, there was a
young soccer team having their
end-of-season pizza party. I ran
through the group exuberantly
and the kids squealed with
delight and excitement. The
coach, gathering the kids for
their picture, asked if they
wanted to include me. After
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their resounding “YES!”, I sat
proudly in their team picture.
Tail-facing-forward. Thank you
Coach for living in the present
moment and honoring those
kids; that’s what life is all
about, right?
Epilogue:
On Monday, May 3, after a
day of friends, food, and our
evening walk, Redwood laid
down and never woke up. We
don’t know why, but events
lead us to believe he caught a
bee in his mouth and a sting
closed his windpipe. He was
peaceful. We take solace in the
fact that he lived a big life in
the time he had.
*Living in the Bay Area, many
of us know the majesty of a
towering Redwood, the tallest
tree on the planet. They can
span more than 400 feet, and
their roots are interconnected,
widespread and supernaturally
strong. This is how big our
feelings for this dog were.
Redwood is also the name of a
youth summer camp at Mount
Hermon, in the Santa Cruz
mountains amongst many of
the same regal, beautiful trees.
Our sweet, young, beloved
“fox-red” lab was named after
incredible experiences Matt
and Marisa had there. He was
as magnificent to us as his
namesake, and encompassed so
much more in spirit, love and
connection. Best. Dog. Ever.

Pets of Cuesta features a focus
on our furry & fuzzy friends from
around the neighborhood.

LEARNING FROM OUR NEIGHBORS

How to Not Hate Your Partner
When You’re on Vacation
By Merry Yen, Nilda Avenue
From the editor: Merry Yen
recently started her own
business, Be Merry, providing
personalized concierge and
consulting services, including
helping to plan vacations, for
busy families. You can reach
her at bemerry.us.
A family trip can be a lot of
fun, but it can also be a lot
of work for both parents,
who have to now take care
of their children 100% of the
time. Without the regular
routines and familiarities of
home, the parents need to be
on heightened alert for their
children’s safety, emotional
wellbeing or just basic survival
(making sure they’re fed and
have slept).
Some ideas to build a good
partnership with your spouse,
and not to drive each other
crazy:

•

•

Have a conversation and
agree to broad child care
responsibilities and how to
split things. For example,
when the baby naps, mom
stays in the room with
the baby and dad goes out
with the older kid, or both
parents take turns staying
in the room while the baby
naps. Either parent can
change their minds at some
point, but establishing
a basic agreement will
eliminate some of the
back-and-forth confusion

•

•

During the trip:
•

Before the trip:
•

between you and your
spouse - example: why do
*I* always have to stay back
with the baby?
Have a conversation
and come to a general
agreement about what the
“early birds” of the family
will do. If one parent always
wakes up before another,
maybe one parent always
takes the kids to breakfast
without waiting for the
sleepy spouse (and brings
back coffee). OR, if neither
parent particularly enjoys
early wake-ups, agree to
alternate who gets up early
with the kids each day.
Share an itinerary of the
trip with your partner. When
they ask, “what time is the
flight?” The answer should
always be, “check the doc!”

•

If one parent is going to
be “off-duty '' for a while,
double-confirm with your
partner that s/he is aware
that they will be watching
the kids for an extended
period of time. There is a
difference between “I’m
going to the bathroom for a
bit,” and “I’m going to go to
the bathroom…. for A BIT.”
Check-in each day about
your priorities for the day.
Is it to relax? Is it to do as
much as possible? Make
sure you agree what the
common goals are before
embarking on the day. Also,
do you like to keep a general
schedule? For example:
breakfast, fun activity,
11

•

•

lunch, nap, fun activity,
dinner. If so, keep that in
mind when planning for
your day. Getting in a nap
may not seem like a big deal
at 1:00 pm, but it will be at
4:00 pm when your child is
overtired and upset.
When setting a vacation
schedule, buffer in breaks
throughout the day. Expect
meals to take longer than
usual - your child is not
home and may be confused
by his/her surroundings,
or distracted by the new
environment.
Try to keep a general “mise
en place” for you and your
children. Jackets always go
on the hooks by the door,
books go on the coffee table
and so on. This way, you
don’t spend a lot of time
looking for jackets and
shoes in the morning when
it’s time to go.
As much as possible,
maintain the same rules
and regulations you keep
at home. For example: In
our house we sit and eat
and the children don’t
run around during meal
times -- same is true when
we’re on vacation. By
keeping consistent rules
and enforcements, the
children will understand
that trips are not a “free for
all.” Consistency can mean
comfort to small children,
especially in strange
settings.
Don’t forget to compliment/
thank your spouse (and
ask your partner to do the

•

same) A LOT MORE while
you’re traveling together.
Being “on duty” all the
time is a lot of work, and
acknowledging the other
person’s efforts can go a
long way.
Where possible, book
a babysitter at your
destination! We’ve used
urbansitter.com and
found great sitters almost
everywhere in the US. If
you’re staying at a fancy
hotel, chances are they
work with an agency who
can help you find local
babysitters. Email your
friends or ask on a moms’
forum/group! I’ve found the
best babysitters through the

•

most random connections.
This way, you and your
partner can enjoy a nice
dinner out or get a massage!
With a little help, you’ll
both feel refreshed and reenergized afterwards, and
it’ll be a nicer, more relaxing
experience for everyone.
Finally, take ALL the
family photos! This is true
especially for moms, who
are often the photographer,
but not IN the photos. Every
day, ask your spouse to take
at least ONE photo of you
with the kids or ask a bystander for a family photo.
If you’re staying at a nice
hotel, the staff is always
happy to take photos of

you! If you’re staying at an
Airbnb, family selfies are
great too! Your family and
children will enjoy seeing
the photos long after the
vacation is done. I try to
turn the photos into photo
books (Google Photos will
make a book automatically)
so the kids can look through
them and remember the
good times they had.
I wish you happy travels!
Learning from our Neighbors is
a newsletter feature highlighting
the wisdom, expertise and lived
experiences of our neighbors.

SUSTAINABILITY CORNER

Gardening Together: Harvest for Neighbors
This spring and summer
neighbors are getting together
to garden and donate excess
fresh produce to local food
non profits! Kim Merry and
Kavita Aiyar learned about San
Mateo’s experience with Harvest
for Neighbors and brought it to
Cuesta Park, and Allison Davis
will be coordinating for the
neighborhood. Participating
households get to learn
about gardening from master
gardeners, give each other
support, and coordinate to
donate a portion of their
harvest to a designated nonprofit. Fourteen families have
signed up so far from CPNA
and they had their first meeting
in May with master gardeners
providing tips. Check out the
photo of our first donation
to West Valley Community
Services. Our second and
subsequent donations have
been to the twice-monthly food
distribution effort at Castro

School, facilitated by Reach
Potential Movement. Anyone
can donate from their garden
and no donation is too small.
Participate even if you just want
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to learn more about gardening.
If you would like to learn more
or to sign up for the monthly
zooms, please email Allison
Davis, ardavis@email.arizona.edu
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Electrification - Tips to Getting Your Home to
100% Clean Energy
By Mary Dateo, Montalto Drive
California has set a goal to
be carbon neutral by 2045.
To get there, we all will
need to get involved, taking
steps to switch from fossil
fuels to clean electricity. For
individuals, the biggest fossil
fuel uses, other than flying,
are typically gas cars, gas
furnaces and gas hot water
heaters. Many Cuesta Park
neighbors have started going
100% electric in their homes
– you may have seen the yard
signs. Since Mountain View
electricity is 100% renewable
energy from SVCE, making
the switch really lowers your
carbon footprint.
What you can do: Electric
Home
Technology exists today to
heat and cool homes with
electricity 2-3 times more
efficiently than with the most
efficient gas furnace.
That technology is called a
heat pump. It uses the same
principles as a refrigerator
or an air conditioner- it
moves heat from one place
to another. They provide
both heating and cooling, so
this one appliance replaces
both the furnace and air
conditioner.
When is a good time to
switch?
Switching appliances from gas
to electric can take a bit of
retrofitting, so it’s best to plan
ahead. Plan to switch a year
or two before your furnace,
water heater, or other gas
appliance is likely to fail, or

before your air conditioner is
likely to fail. Plan to switch if
you are considering installing
an air conditioner for the first
time. Plan to switch if you are
remodeling. Or plan to switch
now! If you’re ready to be
carbon-free, now is the time.
Many of your neighbors have
already switched. If you’d
like to talk to someone who
can help, take advantage
of the Home Electrification
Ambassador program at Fossil
Free Buildings Silicon Valley.
Redwood Energy has produced
an incredible pocket guide,
which includes moneysaving tips, and ways to avoid
the need to upgrade your
electrical panel. The Switch
is On, a project by a coalition
of northern California
organizations and agencies, is
an incredible resource, which
has rebates and contractors.
What you can do: Electric
Cooking
Cooking with new electrical
induction technology is a
treat. It’s more powerful than
gas, doesn’t generate heat
in your kitchen, and doesn’t
create the pollutants in your
house that burning gas causes.
Induction stovetops are also
much easier to clean. Acterra.
org operates a portable
induction cooktop loaner
program. If you’d like give
one a try, contact induction@
acterra.org
What you can do: Electric cars
Electric cars are fun to drive,
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require less maintenance
than gas cars, and are less
expensive to operate. Many
people who have owned an
electric car find that their
previous concerns about range
were unnecessary.
There are reasonably-priced
sedans and SUVs on the
market today that have a
range of 200+ miles. Used
electric cars can be found for
$10,000 or less. At-home or
at-work charging can be very
convenient. The California Air
Resources Board offers rebates
on electric cars.
For those who want to be
prepared for long-distance
trips, consider choosing a
plug-in hybrid instead of a
gas-powered vehicle; some
people with plug-in hybrids
find they only need to
purchase gas once or twice a
year. Used plug-in hybrids are
very economical.
Many people who have electric
cars are happy to share their
experience. One way to reach
them is through the nonprofit
Acterra’s EV Ambassador
program.
Yes, the switch is on and your
neighbors are ready to help!
To share more neighborhood news
for the Sustainability Corner,
please send your content to
GreenMtView@gmail.com
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Earth Day Poster Award
On Earth Day April 22, several
Cuesta Park Neighborhood 5th
graders submitted a poster
to the Mountain View City
poster contest, and they won
first prize! Congratulations to
Gabriel Russell, Ojas Desai, Zoe
Mounga, Leander Evans, Ewan
Thomson, Devan Alwyn, and
Leela Uggirala for their poster
about monarch butterflies.

The Flowers
that butterflies
need to survive
and reproduce
are
disappearing
Pesticides can kill
many butterfly
eggs such as
insecticides,
herbicides,
rodenticides, and
fungicides.

Before

After

Cause

Affect

Climate
change can
create cold
spikes and
storms that
can kill many
butterflies at
once.

Extremely cold

Just
right

Extremely hot

How can we Help?
Some ways to
help butterflies is
to plant native
flowers and not
using harmful
pesticides

Neighborhood News
After nearly a decade
living on Alison Ave, the
Lehner family (Mike, Jen,
Luke and Evelyn) will
be moving this summer
to Davis, CA. They are
building a new home in
The Cannery - CA's first
farm-to-table new home/
urban farm community,
built on the old Hunt
tomato farm and cannery.
Mike grew up on Begen
Avenue, so he's spent
more than half his life
in Cuesta Park. All your
neighbors wish you well!

Little Mei Onuki on Alison Ave
lost her beloved koala bear
that went everywhere with
her. They are still on the hunt
for that koala bear, but Mei
seems happy with the new one
that the Lehner kids were able
to find for her :)

Welcome Terrance and Jessica Lei!
Terrance and Jessica are a couple from Canada
- Terrance is from Ottawa and Jessica is from
Toronto. They’ve been living in Mountain
View for about 6 years now, and just moved to
Nilda Avenue a year ago. Terrance says, “We’ve
enjoyed our time here, the neighbours are
very nice and several parks are just around
the corner. We’re looking forward to meeting
everyone once the pandemic is over!”
Here is a picture of Terrance, Jessica and
Sheepie, their American Eskimo dog.
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YOU-TRITION

Water Makes Your World Go Round
By Marla Mulkey, Bonita Avenue
Editor’s Note: Marla is an
Integrative Nutrition Health
Coach. She can be reached at
marlamulkey.com.
With nearly 60% of the body
being made of water, it is
shocking that water takes the
back seat to carbonated soda as
the most popular beverage in
the United States.
It’s a scary statistic not only
because of the dangers of
drinking sugary drinks on the
body, but also because the
body requires ample amounts
of water to help balance all of
the body’s fluids, digest food,
transport nutrients from food
to the rest of the body, and to
regulate the body’s
temperature.
So basically, water is your body’s
superpower.
Here are some of the other
benefits of keeping your body
adequately hydrated:
Flushes Toxins
Drinking enough water allows
the body to release toxins
through sweat and urination.
Maintains Regularity
Water is necessary for the
digestion of food and to prevent
constipation.
Promotes Weight Loss
Choosing water over a soda
saves on the calories since
water has zero! It also works to
remove the by-products of fat,
reduces hunger, and reduces
eating intake when you start
each meal by drinking a full

glass of water, perhaps half an
hour or more before to avoid
diluting stomach acid needed
for healthy digestion.
Increases Energy
Your brain is over 70% water!
Drinking water helps you with
focus, concentration, and
energy.
Improves Complexion
Water is the number one
anti-aging treatment there is.
It moisturizes your skin and
keeps it soft and smooth. If that
wasn’t enough, it also decreases
wrinkles!
So how much water should you
be drinking? The answer varies.
Some suggest at least 8 (8 oz)
glasses a day, and some suggest
that the best way to determine
how much is to take your body
weight, divide it in half and
drink half your weight in ounces.
It’s a little different for everyone,
but one way to increase your
intake is to choose water over
other beverage options.
Here are some ways to make
sure you are adding more water
to your daily routine:
Add Flavor
Adding lemon, lime, mint, fresh
berries, or cucumber slices to
water is a good way to switch it
up. Electrolytes also help with
taste so, you can be sure to get
the ounces in.
Bathroom Break
Make a game of it, and have a
glass of water whenever you
take a bathroom break.
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Drink Before You Eat
Having a glass of water
between every meal helps with
hydration, and can help to curb
your appetite.
Use an App
Use a water tracking app to
keep track of how many glasses
you’re drinking per day.
(Top Ten Best Hydration Apps in
2021)
Eat Water-Rich Foods
Add water-packed foods to your
diets, such as cucumber, celery,
watermelon, and zucchini.
“Wat-er” you doing to stay
hydrated this summer?!
Resources:
LMNT: a superb tasty electrolyte
powder (no sugar) to add to your
water, and an article by founder
Robb Wolf, Why Electrolytes
Matter for Immune Health.
Tracy Duhs: an expert for
additional “all things” water, and
hydration information.
The Healing Power of Water,
Nick Polizzi, Sacred Science.
Excellent Water Filters
(countertop) I love:
AquaTru: reverse osmosis,
filtered and purified.
Berkey: global standard, for
filtered and purified.
Sources:
Water: How Much Should You
Drink Every Day, Mayo Clinic
Ten Reasons Why You
Should Drink More Water,
mindbodygreen
Ten Unexpected Reasons to
Drink More Water, Greatist
22 Easy Ways to Drink More
Water, Self

